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Energy Conversions 
Textbook section IXL skills

Chapter 1:  What happened to the electrical
system the night of the blackout?

1. How is temperature related to thermal
energy?   5VM

Chapter 2:  What makes the devices in Ergstown
output or fail to output energy?

1. Energy transformation   CCH

Chapter 3:  Where does the electrical energy for
the devices in Ergstown come from?

1. Evaluate natural energy sources   BNC

2. Evaluate multiple design solutions to prevent
flooding   G5K

3. Identify the best design solution to prevent
hurricane damage   R9W

Chapter 4:  How does energy get to the devices all
over Ergstown?

1. Predict heat flow   TA8

2. Predict temperature changes   G9Y
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Vision and Light 
Textbook section IXL skills

Chapter 1:  How does a Tokay gecko get
information about its environment?

1. Human organs and their functions   DJN

2. Body systems: circulation and respiration   2KA

3. Body systems: digestion   64B

4. Body systems: removing waste   UNV

5. Identify plant parts and their functions   BSM

6. How do plants make food?   B9H

7. Identify flower parts and their functions   6A4

8. Introduction to adaptations   7GM

9. Animal adaptations: beaks, mouths, and
necks   YU6

10. Animal adaptations: feet and limbs   GNY

11. Animal adaptations: skins and body
coverings   L5N

Chapter 2:  How does light allow a Tokay gecko to
see its prey?

1. Body systems: perception and motion   M6J

Chapter 3:  How does a Tokay gecko know that it is
looking at its prey?

Chapter 4:  How could more light at night make it
hard for a Tokay gecko to see its prey?

Chapter 5:  How do our senses help us understand
our environment?
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Earth's Features 
Textbook section IXL skills

Chapter 1:  How did the fossil get inside the rocky
outcrop?

1. Introduction to fossils   DGV

2. Identify and classify fossils   UGF

3. Compare fossils to modern organisms   FPB

4. How do sedimentary rocks form?   B52

Also consider
• Identify rocks using properties   3L8

Chapter 2:  What was the environment of Desert
Rocks National Park like in the past?

1. Compare ancient and modern organisms: use
observations to support a hypothesis   E86

Also consider
• Identify minerals using properties   3X8

• Classify rocks as igneous, sedimentary, or
metamorphic   2UN

Chapter 3:  What is the order of the past
environments of Desert Rocks National Park?

1. How do rock layers form?   86U

2. Interpret evidence from fossils in rock
layers   FAF

Chapter 4:  Why did more rock layers get exposed
in Desert Canyon than Keller's Canyon?

1. Changes to Earth's surface: erosion   R6N

Also consider
• Read a topographic map   CGV

• Select parts of a topographic map   BYG
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Waves, Energy, and Information 
Textbook section IXL skills

Chapter 1:  How does a mother dolphin
communicate with her calf across a distance?

Chapter 2:  How does sound energy travel through
water from a mother dolphin to her calf?

Chapter 3:  How does a dolphin calf know which
call is his mother's call?

1. Compare amplitudes and wavelengths of
waves   2EF

Chapter 4:  How can humans use patterns to
communicate?
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